
Disruption, innovation, transformation and 
growth: the next 5-8 years in technology, 

media, business and commerce
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Exponential changes: we are at ‘4’, 8 is next!

Some three billion consumers from the so-called 
developing world will enter the middle class by 2030 





“How does a person go broke?  
Gradually, then suddenly”  

Ernest Hemingway



Business 
as usual is 

dying…







Digital disruption is quickly coming to all industries: 
Music. Film/TV. Publishing. Travel. Telecom. Banking /Financial…

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-02-21/whatsapp-shows-how-phone-carriers-lost-out-on-33-billion.html



The end of competitive advantages is imminent



Incumbents: embrace the inevitable ***



Total Digitization



Total Digitization



Increased digital efficiency often means much less 
€ ‘per unit’ but much wider reach at lower cost



Increased digital efficiency often means much less 
€ ‘per unit’ but much wider reach at lower cost



The end of silos: innovate beyond the core, 
break down industry barriers, transform!



 The art of exploiting ‘back-door’ opportunities



U.S. Internet domination is waning 
A huge ‘Shift Opportunity’ emerges 

“The next two years will be critical in redrawing the global map 
of Internet governance. Europe must contribute to a credible 

way forward for global internet governance. Europe must play a 
strong role in defining what the net of the future looks like”  

Neelie Kroes, European Commissioner for the Digital Agenda.

!
http://www.techweekeurope.co.uk/news/eu-wants-deadline-globalisation-icann-138913 

http://www.techweekeurope.co.uk/news/eu-wants-deadline-globalisation-icann-138913


 The #1 Opportunity+-Challenge today



Interface (r)evolutions:  new human-machine relationships



Mobile devices: ‘extensions of man’ / external brains?



http://www.businessinsider.com.au/mac-funamizus-future-of-internet-search-2013-11‘Search’ goes ‘see’, feel, hear, touch, think…







Exponential 
technological 

progress: reality 
may actually 

surpass  
science fiction



Internet of Things: Connected. Intelligent. Real-Time. All.



Mobile/Social, OTT, Big Data, Wearables, IoT… all 
enable a myriad of new business models *but



Unintended Consequences will become an 
increasingly important consideration

Technology



Increased computing power, Big Data, AI and the Internet of Things 
is changing everything - and Ethics will be increasingly challenged



Technology has no ethics but every human business needs them



http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/23/ray-kurzweil_n_4842972.html



“Machine Thinking”



Privacy is becoming a huge business opportunity

Image source: http://pinterest.com/cibbva/

http://pinterest.com/cibbva/




$2 Trillion USD Shift from physical to digital security & defense



Circular Thinking:  
The circular economy 

replaces one assumption -
disposability - with another:  
Re-use and Restoration



Moral Imperative & Purpose: The Future of Brands



1.Start looking at things exponentially: ‘gradually then 
suddenly’ becomes the new normal. Foresights!! 

2.Total digitization means the end of sustainable 
competitive advantages: 10x thinking gets crucial 

3.Leave silos and industry boundaries behind, transcend! 
4.Human-machine overlaps are the #1 opportunity, as well 

as the challenge: use but then transcend tech 
5.Purpose, trust, humanness makes great brands (and tech) 
6.Take advantage of the ‘shift opp’ towards EU, BRICs -  and  

yes, Switzerland (“data-banking”)

Summary and key take-aways



“The best way to predict the future 
is to create it” *Alan Kay



FuturistGerd.com 

Gerdtube.com (YouTube) 

GerdCloud.com for all downloads

Thanks for your time!

@gleonhard


